


Microcurrent / EMS 
The beginning and end of Anti-aging

Micro-current therapy is where Dr. Erwin Neher and Dr. Bert Sakmann won the 1991 Nobel Prize in Physiology 

and proved that there is a possibility of recovery when microcurrent is applied to damaged tissue.  

EVE has developed a microcurrent technique based on this theory. We pursue fundamental skin beauty.
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! !"#$%#&'(%&)*+,'%#-)((  non-surgical way to reduce wrinkles and tighten skin in a safe, trustworthy and effective way.

!"./%01+2+344"56-)((  easy to learn, simple to operate, fast in delivering results.
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2Lifting
2Enhance definition
2Tighten and firm skin
2Stimulate collagen growth
2Drained out lymphatics
2Reduces puffiness
2Improves muscle tone
2Increases cellular activity
2Improved oxygenation of tissue and skin
2Pain relief
2Diminished pigmentation
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The micro size of the ball intensifies the current and 
increases effectiveness. 
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To lift broader areas such as the cheeckbones, 
periorbital wrinkle and jaw line. 
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To energize hair follicles, promote blood circulation, 
diminish hair loss, reduce dryness and dandruff
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Ideal way to provide a more detail oriented 
microcurrent treatment 
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Easy, hands-free treatment targeting the fine lines 
and wrinkles
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Microcurrent electrotherapy technology increases the production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and protein,  

which plays an important role in cellular energy metabolism, using a low current of μA, which is hardly felt by the human body,  

thereby promoting skin cell metabolism and lymphatic massage. Pain relief and skin elasticity induction technology.
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Hydra-dermabrasion 
Beginning of skin care and build skin immunity
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No matter how great the skin care products that you’ve applied, acne and inflammations will appear 

on the skin. The reason for this is the E#1'3#F"&'66+426'(21 and C'39"B-,.#<
Demodex folliculorum is an enemy of the skin that destroys the skin balance by destroying collagen as 

well as producing acne and causing inflammation.

Leaving Demodex folliculorum and body waste in your skin is a shortcut to destroying the underlying 

skin balance.

Hydra-dermabrasion removes skin wastes and at the same time penetrates the skin  

with a solution suitable for all skin types. 

Smoothens the skin texture inside and out, makes you experience a greater effect  

when undergoing other skin care procedures.
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2Cleansing
2Peeling
2Hydration
2Brightening
2Exfoliation (blackhead, whitehead, demodex folliculorum
2Toning
2Acne
2Sebum control
2Skin Immunity
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Developed with an 
ergonomic design, 
it enables a more 
comfortable treatment.
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Increased solution 
efficiency with the 
specially developed 
tips that minimizes the 
disadvantages of the 
existing vortex tips. It 
doesn’t break down easily.
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Minimize skin irritation 
and make the inside of the 
skin clean with a strong 
vacuum and penetrating 
power. Adjust the level 
of the vacuum power, 
suitable to users.
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Exclusive solution for Eve 
that contains GL>"8M./"
*#%#(-.+'%:; a newly 
developed ingredient 
from AHA, BHA, and PHA, 
and can be 2,#3"&'("-66"
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As the exclusive solution “X-Stream” comes out from the tip, it rotates with a string radial 

principle, and by sucking waste materials, it is possible to remove wastes from the pores 

without scratching the skin.
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Removing demodex 
folliculorum and skin 
wastes.
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Painless, automated 
extractions use vacuum 
suction to draw out 
impurities.
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AHA& PHA & LHA & 
Enzyme help the skin 
loosen dirt and debris 
from pores without 
irritation.
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L93(-.+'%
Solution come out from 
the tips to nourish and 
protect the skin.



X-Stream
EVE exclusive solutions developed by Weero, X-Stream can deal with all skin types.

Together, these enzymes deliver 8 major skin benefits at once: strengthens skin immune system, antioxidant, improves skin texture, 

promotes skin clarity, revitalizes dull complexion, hydrates, soothes and restores the natural skin’s water and oil balance. 

LHA is advanced version of BHA, one of the 

skincare industry’s latest attempts at cracking 

the acne cure. 

The major benefit of LHA, lies in its gentle, 

non-irritating mode of exfoliation. 

LHA may also augment the anti-aging effects 

of tretinoin, an active form of vitamin A, by 

stimulating skin cell production. 
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2Best acne care treatment
2Gentle exfoliation
2Non-irritating
2Hydration
2Anti-aging
2Reduce redness
2Tight pores

BAB+(Alpha Hydroxy Acid) >9).+94.*M.46*

PHA is useful for people with sensitive skin 

such as rosacea or eczema because they 

have larger molecular structures.

PHA can provide visible improvements 

in sun-damaged skin
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2Good for sensitive skin
2Soft exfoliation
2Great hydrating
2Anti-inflammatory
2Antioxidant
2Boost collagen synthesis
2Skin tone improvement
2Wrinkle improvement
2UV protection

?AB+(Poly Hydroxy Acid) F#.$+=4+/4.*M.46 <AB+(Lipo Hydroxy Acid) ;#1&)9+)9*H#94.)94.*M.46

AHA is a famous cosmetic 

ingredient derived from fruits, 

nuts, milk or sugars.

AHA is water soluble and acts on 

the skin’s surface. It acts as an 

exfoliator and retains water  

in the skin 

It is useful for people with dry, 

rough skin such as in keratosis 

pilaris.
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2Peeling thickest layer of dead skin cells
2Water soluble
2Inhibit pigment
2Hydrating
2Boost Collagen synthesis
2Antimicrobial
2Adjust PH

3#CD:)+Bromelain, Hyaluronic Acid, Niacinamide
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BENEFIT of 
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C*New ingredient LHA & Enzyme included
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C*Preventing overflow of sediment bottle
C*Preventing malfunction
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C*No more wasting time to plug 
   solution and sediment bottle.
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C*Easy maintenance
C*Preventing leakage and break down



BENEFIT of 
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C**BLUE LED LIGHTS (UV) : Targets and disrupts propionibacterium 
acnes, improves oily and congested skin

C*WHITE LED LIGHTS : Guidelines for users
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C*The advanced user interface is not only user friendly, but easy to adopt
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C**Total of 10 different pre-set protocols that allow you to easily 
provide customized treatment based on specific skin conditions 
or concerns in a controlled time setting.
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Pre-set protocol programs 
EVE provides a skin enhancement program just for you.

Enjoy an explicit anti-aging effect with the EVE exclusive programs

Single-step programs 

Multi-Step Programs
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Stimulating facial muscles (lifting of sagging 
skin)/ relaxing muscles in hyper tonus 

!+<D:,G'6%0+F5'%#'=)+
Improving blood and lymph flow 
Removing waste from the skin cells 
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Alleviating pain from facial myalgias by 
electrical nerve stimulation. 
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Balancing  the mitochondrial membrane, 
thus improving skin cell metabolism 
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EMS Programs
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Q+R#"
(Net)

20 x 40 x 30 cm  (Device) 

36 x 40 x 105 cm  (Cart) 

Q+R#"
(Packaging)

 35 x 55 x 50 cm (Device) 

48 x 18 x 76 cm  (Trolley) 

S#+*/."
(Packaging)

13 kg (Device) 

8.5 kg (Cart) 
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8L93(-: 650mmHg
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100~240V, 50/60Hz,  

Max 100VA (24V/ 5A)
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